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Introduction. The theorem of Wedderburn and Remak asserting the iso-

morphy of indecomposable direct decompositions of finite groups has been

extended by Krull and O. Schmidt to all operator groups satisfying the double

chain condition for admissible subgroups. If the hypotheses imposed upon the

operator group do not assure the existence of decompositions into indecom-

posable direct summands, then one can only try to prove a refinement theo-

rem asserting the existence of isomorphic refinements to any two given direct

decompositions ; Korinek has proved such a refinement theorem for all oper-

ator groups meeting the requirement that the descending chain condition be

satisfied by all of the subgroups, whether admissible or not, of the operator

center. Clearly Schmidt's and Korinek's theorems are independent of each

other in the sense that neither is a consequence of the other one.

It is the principal objective of the present investigation to obtain a re-

finement theorem of such a generality that in particular the theorems of

O. Schmidt and Korinek and their recent generalizations by Kurosh are

special cases of it. However, one ought to remember the limitations as to the

generality that is attainable. For there exist ordinary abelian groups possess-

ing direct decompositions without isomorphic refinements (Baer [l](*)).

Krull [2] has given an example of an abelian operator group satisfying the

ascending chain condition for admissible subgroups, but possessing non iso-

morphic indecomposable direct decompositions. Kurosh [3] has constructed

a very elegant example of a (not commutative) group satisfying the ascending

chain condition for all its subgroups, though possessing non isomorphic direct

decompositions into two indecomposable direct summands.

It has long been noticed that the difficulties encountered when studying

direct decompositions have their source in properties of the center. For in-

stance, it is quite easy to prove that direct decompositions of groups without

a center possess common, not only isomorphic refinements(2). Finally

Kurosh and Korinek showed that it suffices to impose conditions on the

center in order to obtain a refinement theorem. Thus every investigation of

the refinement theorems will have to concern itself quite fundamentally with

the center.

The methods used in investigations of the refinement theorems may be
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(2) See, for example, Zassenhaus [l, p. 82].
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divided broadly into two classes. There is firstly Fitting's method which is

based on the observation that direct decompositions are defined by their

decomposition endomorphisms and which works fundamentally with prod-

ucts of these decomposition endomorphisms. Jacobson's presentation of the

decomposition theorems, for instance, gives a very clear and convincing ac-

count of Fitting's method. It was Kofinek's discovery mainly which showed

that we need not consider all these endomorphisms, but only those which

map the group into part of its center. Secondly one may attempt to work

within the partially ordered set of the normal and admissible subgroups. This

has been done systematically by Ore [l] and partly also by Kurosh [2, 3].

The basis for this approach is the observation that it is possible to define

isomorphy of direct decompositions in terms of an exchange property of which

their (center) isomorphy is a trivial consequence. The difficulties that seem,

at least at present, to stand in the way of using this method may be indicated

shortly: isomorphy of direct decompositions in the sense of the exchange

property is a much deeper proposition than ordinary isomorphy; witness the

free abelian groups of rank 2 which possess direct decompositions into cyclic

direct summands that are not exchange isomorphic. More difficult still is the

fact that the center of a group cannot be characterized in terms of the par-

tially ordered set of subgroups—after all there exist abelian groups that have

essentially the same system of subgroups as certain nonabelian groups. Thus

it appears natural to use a "mixed method" : most of our hypotheses, conten-

tions and many of our arguments deal with the system of subgroups only;

but there are some proofs where essential use has been made of the elements,

their addition and subtraction.

When studying the various proofs of decomposition theorems, one notices

that the hypotheses imposed upon the operator group are mainly used to

prove what we have termed elsewhere (3) splitting criteria for endomor-

phisms. Thus it seems only natural to base our discussion on the hypothesis

that certain rather special endomorphisms split; in this fashion we obtain

a very comprehensive refinement theorem—as a matter of fact, it does not

seem impossible to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity

of a refinement theorem by proceeding far enough in this direction—and by

applying the splitting criteria that we obtained elsewhere it may be shown

how great a range this theorem has.

§§1 to 4 are devoted to preparations, some of which may be of independ-

ent interest. In §5 we prove first a very sharp refinement theorem for de-

compositions into two direct summands; and from this special refinement-

theorem the general refinement theorem is deduced by arguments that deal

with the system of subgroups only. In §6 groups without abelian direct sum-

mands are treated ; they have rather interesting special properties ; in particu-

(3) Baer [4].
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lar it is possible to determine the refinements uniquely by the original de-

compositions. In §7 we discuss direct decompositions into summands that

are either abelian and indecomposable or else they do not possess abelian

direct summands, not 0. They have the important property that center iso-

morphy implies exchange isomorphy and that the exchange property may be

proved in a strict form. In §8 we give finally the applications of the splitting

criteria to the general refinement theorem.

As is natural in an investigation that concerns itself mainly with the endo-

morphisms of groups, no real use is made of the associative law. Thus we

develop the whole theory immediately for loops (4). This does not involve any

noticeable extra work, partly for the reason given, partly because the principal

difficulties stem from the center and the center is an abelian group(5).

1. Fundamental concepts and notations. In this section we collect for

ready reference a number of concepts and results established elsewhere.

Throughout we are going to consider a loop L admitting a certain system

M of operators. Thus there exists the sum x+y of any elements x, y in L

and the product mx of every min M and x in L. These compositions meet the

usual requirements; see, for example, Baer [3, 4, 5]. As usual we term the

subloop S oí L admissible or an M-subloop, if MS á S. (The reader will notice

that the definition of admissibility is almost the only use made of the opera-

tors.)

The center of L consists of all those elements in L which commute with

every element in L and which associate with every pair of elements in L.

The center is a commutative subgroup of L, but in general it is not admissible.

Thus we consider, following Korinek [l], the M-center Zm(L) of L which is

the uniquely determined greatest AZ-subgroup of the center of L ; see Baer [5 ].

An M-homomorphism of L is a single-valued mapping ~ of Z, into some

AZ-loop, meeting the requirements:

(x + y)r¡ = xi) + yi\   and   m(x-n) = (mx)r¡

for x, y in L and m in M. The system K(r¡) of all the elements in L which are

mapped upon 0 by v is termed the kernel of n. The kernels form a special class

of ilZ-subloops of L, called normal Af-subloops; for an intrinsic characteriza-

tion of normal subloops see Albert [l], Smiley [l]. It should be noted that

every JlZ-subloop of the center is normal.

An AZ-homomorphism effects a 1:1 mapping if, and only if, its kernel is 0 ;

in this case we speak of an JlZ-isomorphism.

(4) Jónsson and Tarski [l ] have undertaken a generalization in this direction which goes

far beyond operator loops. Our results, however, are not special cases of theirs.

(6) This investigation had originally been planned as a joint enterprise with Professor A. A.

Albert. The pressure of war work, however, forced Professor Albert to withdraw. The author

gratefully acknowledges the stimulation these original discussions have given to him; see

furthermore footnote (9) below. The author is very much indebted to Professors Brück and Good

for their careful reading of a draft of this paper and for their helpful suggestions and criticisms.
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The Af-homomorphism 77 of L is termed an M-endomorphism of L if 7 77 t%L.

The powers 77' for 0<i of an M-endomorphism 77 are Af-endomorphisms too;

thus we may form the ascending chain E(t7') of normal Af-subloops of L.

Their compositum (join) R(r¡) is termed the radical of v. It is a normal Af-sub-

loop of L with these properties :

x is in R(r¡) if, and only if, there exists an integer i = i(x) such that x?7* = 0;

x is in R(r]) if, and only if, xn is in R(r¡) ;

77 induces an Af-endomorphism in R(r¡) and an Af-isomorphism in L/R(r¡).

For elementary properties of the radical see Baer [4].

An Af-subloop C of L is termed a complement of the M-endomorphism 77

if every coset of L/R(r¡) contains one and only one element in C, and if C = Ct\.

Thus 77 induces an Af-automorphism in C which is essentially the same as the

one induced by 77 in L/R(r¡), and C and L/R(r¡) are essentially the same

Af-loops. If there exists a complement of 77, then 77 splits L or is a splitting

M-endomorphism of L; for splitting criteria see Baer [4].

Trivially splitting Af-endomorphisms are the M-automorphisms whose

radical is 0 and whose complement is L and the nil endomorphisms whose

radical is L and whose complement is 0.

The Af-endomorphism 77 of Eisaeew/ra/îZîwgendomorphism, if Ln g Zm(L).

These enjoy a number of convenient properties.

(a) The set 8u(L) of all the centralizing Af-endomorphisms of L is a ring

with respect to the operations of addition and multiplication defined in the

usual fashion; for properties of this ring see Baer [5].

(b) If 77 is a centralizing nil endomorphism of L, then 1 +77 is an automor-

phism of L. For a simple proof see Baer [5].

(c) If C is a complement of the centralizing Af-endomorphism 77 of L,

then C=Cr)gLr)^ZM(L). Thus C is a commutative group and a normal

Af-subloop of L. Anticipating a concept introduced in the next section, this

implies that

L = C 0 R(ri).

Loops will be called abelian whenever they are commutative and associa-

tive, that is, whenever they are commutative groups.

2. Direct decompositions and decomposition endomorphisms. The Af-loop

L is the direct sum(e) of A and B, in symbols: 7 — A @B, if A and B are nor-

mal Af-subloops of 7 whose cross cut is 0 and whose sum is 7. Then every

element in A commutes with every element in B and associates with every

pair of elements in B. The Af-loop 7 is therefore the direct sum of its normal

Af-subloops A and B if, and only if, every element in 7 may be represented in

one and only one way in the form a+b = b+a for a in A and b in B.

If L=A@B, then there exist uniquely determined Af-endomorphisms a

(6) See Albert [l] for fundamental properties of direct sums of loops.
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and ß of L such that x=xa and 0=xß for x in A, 0=ya, y=yß for y in B.

These endomorphisms satisfy(')

(1) a2 = a,        ß2 = ß,        aß = ßa = 0,        a + ß = ß + a=l.

If conversely the AZ-endomorphisms a, ß satisfy the conditions (1), then

(2) L= La® Lß,        K(a) = Lß,        K(ß) = La.

Thus we shall term any pair a, ß of AZ-endomorphisms, satisfying (1), o pair

of complementary decomposition endomorphisms ; any member of a pair of com-

plementary decomposition endomorphisms shall be called a decomposition

endomorphism. We note in passing the useful fact that a centralizing Af-endo-

morphism is a decomposition endomorphism if, and only if, it is idempotent.

The M-loop L is the direct sum of 5(1), ■ • • , S(n), in symbols: L=S(1)

® ■ ■ ■ ©5(w), if L is, for every *', the direct sum of S(i) and of the com-

positum of the S(j) for j^i. Then it is possible again to represent every ele-

ment in L in one and, apart from the order of summands, only one way in

the form 5(1)+ • • • +s(n) for s(i) in S(i).

If L = S(1)® ■ ■ ■ ®S(n), then the compositum of S(l), • • • , S(i) is a

normal AZ-subloop of L, a direct summand of L, and is the direct sum of

S(l), • • • , S(i). Direct sums of direct sums are direct sums, in particular

5(1) ® ■ ■ ■ ® S(n) = [5(1) © • • • © S(i)] ® [S(i + 1) © • • • © S(n)],

and a number of similar formulas.

If L = 5(1)© • • ■ ®S(n), then denote by o(i), o'(i) the pair of comple-

mentary decomposition endomorphisms of L satisfying

La(i) = S(i), Lo-'(i) = 5(1) © ■ • - © S(i - 1) © 5 (i + 1) © • • • © S(n).

Then<r'(i)=r/(1)+ • ■ • +o-(i-l)+<r(i + l)+ ■ • • +<r(«) and

(3) o-(i)2 = a(i),      a(i)a(j) = 0 for i * j, <r(l) H-+ <r(») = 1.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of a number of

simple and often used properties of products of decomposition endomorphisms.

Lemma 1. Decomposition endomorphisms of the M-loop L map center ele-

ments upon center elements and normal M-subloops of L upon normal M-sub-

loops of L.

Proof. If 5 is a decomposition endomorphism of L, then L=L5®K(o),

and ô maps every center element of L upon a center element of AS, every

normal Af-subloop of L upon a normal AZ-subloop of Lb. But center elements

of Lb are center elements of L and normal Ai-subloops of Lb are normal

M-subloops of L, as we claimed.

(') The sum of the mappings a and ß is, as usual, defined by the rule: x(a-\-ß) =xa+xß for

every x.
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Corollary 1. Products of decomposition endomorphisms map center ele-

ments upon center elements and normal admissible subloops upon normal ad-

missible subloops.

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. If a, r is a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms

of the M-loop L, and if y, r¡, k are products of decomposition endomorphisms

of 7, then yo-qric is a centralizing endomorphism of 7.

Proof. If e, b is a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms

of 7, and if x and y are elements in 7 such that x5 =y5 and xe =ye, then x =y.

Hence we shall refer to x5 and xe as to the 5- and «-components of x.

Assume now that <r, t and a, ß are pairs of complementary decomposition

endomorphisms of 7. We want to show that every zaar for z in 7 is a center

element of 7.

Consider an element x in 7. Then we prove:

(1) ZC + XT =  XT + za.

This is true, since za is the o--component and xt the r-component of both

sides of equation (1).

(2) zaa + xt = xt + zaa.

Both sides of (2) have the ^-component xrß; and they have the same

«-component, since it follows from (1) that

(zaa + xr)a = zaa + xra = (za + xr)a = (xt + za)a

= xra + zaa = (xt + zaa) a.

(3) zaar + x = x + zaar.

Both sides of (3) have the o--component xa; and their r-components are

equal since, by (2), (zaar + x)t = zaar + xt = (zaa + Xt)t = (xt + zcra)r

= Xt + zaar = (x + zaar)T.

Consider elements x, y in 7. Then we prove

(4) za + (xt + yr) = (za + xt) + yr.

Both sides have the cr-component za and the r-component xr+yr.

(5) Zero: + (xt + yr) = (zaa + xt) + yr.

Both sides of (5) have the /3-component (x+y)rß, and their «-components

are equal, since it follows from (4) that

[zaa + (xt + yi)]a =  [za + (xt + yr)]a =  [(za + xt) + yr]a

= [(zaa + xt) + yr]a.

(6) zaar + (x + y) = (zaar + x) + y.
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Both sides of (6) have the <r-component (x+y)cr, and their r-components

are equal, since we infer from (5) that

[zaar + (x + y)]r = zaar + (x + y)r —  [zaa + (xr + yr)]r

=  [(zaa + Xt) + yr]r = (zaar + Xt) + yr

=  [(zaar + x) + y]r.

The other formulas assuring that zaar associates with every pair of ele-

ments x, y in 7 are proven in a fashion similar to the proof of (6). (3) assures

that zaar commutes with every element in 7, and thus it follows that zaar

is a center element of 7.

We may now make the induction hypothesis that zavr is a center element

of 7 whenever v is the product of less than » decomposition endomorphisms.

If S is a decomposition endomorphism, then

zavhr = zavahr + zavrhr.

It is a consequence of the induction hypothesis that zavr is a center element,

and it follows from what we showed in the first part of the proof that (zav)ahr

is a center element. We infer from Corollary 1 that (zavr) or is a center ele-

ment, and thus zavhr is a center element as a sum of center elements. This

completes the induction proof of the fact that za-qr is a center element when-

ever a, t is a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms and 77 is

a product of decomposition endomorphisms.

Now it follows from Corollary 1 that LyainrK is an Af-subloop of 7 which

consists of center elements only; yavTK is therefore a centralizing endomor-

phism of 7.

Remark on Fitting's concept of normal endomorphisms. Fitting(8) has in-

troduced into the theory of associative groups a concept of normal endomor-

phism whose place will be taken in the present investigation by the class of

centralizing endomorphisms characterized in Lemma 2 (see [4, splitting hy-

pothesis]). The following remarks will indicate the relations between these

concepts.

(1) According to Fitting's definition the following three classes are sub-

classes of the class of normal endomorphisms: the products of decomposition

endomorphisms; the centralizing endomorphisms; the endomorphisms of the

form 1 —77 for 77 a centralizing endomorphism. It is evident that the endo-

morphisms discussed in Lemma 2 form a common subclass of the first two

of these classes so that this class is certainly much smaller than the class of

normal endomorphisms.

(2) Fitting's definition of normal endomorphism involves the concept of

inner automorphism. But it seems to be just this concept which provides most

of the difficulties when attempting the step from group theory to loop theory.

(8) Fitting [1, p. 19].
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Thus it is not quite obvious how to define for loops the exact equivalent of

the normal endomorphisms in the sense of Fitting(9).

(3) Even the definition of normal endomorphism as a centralizing endo-

morphism which is a product of decomposition endomorphisms does not seem

satisfactory, though this too would be a proper subclass of the class of normal

endomorphisms in the sense of Fitting. For the endomorphisms, discussed in

Lemma 2, are completely characterized by properties of the system of AZ-sub-

loops of L. But the AZ-center, and hence the concept of centralizing endomor-

phism, cannot be defined in terms of this system, since it is well known that

abelian groups and nonabelian groups may have essentially the same system

of subgroups.

Definition. If A and B are M-subloops of the M-loop L, if p is an M-iso-

morphism of A upon B such that x=xp modulo Zm(L) and such that p and p_1

are induced by products of decomposition endomorphisms of L, then p is a center

isomorphism, and A and B are center isomorphic M-subloops of L.

This definition is narrower than the one usually adopted, insofar as we

require that both p and p~1 are induced by products of decomposition endo-

morphisms. It should be noted that a "center isomorphism" need not be a

"centralizing endomorphism," though there will be little danger of actual con-

fusion of these two concepts.

Corollary 2. If <r, a' and r, r' are pairs of complementary decomposition

endomorphisms of the M-loop L such that Lo'=Lt', then r induces a center

isomorphism of La upon Lt such that

XT = x + xotc' for x in La.

Proof. From Lt'<j=Lo'o = 0 we infer r'a=0; r/V = 0 is shown likewise. If x

is an element in La, then

xt = Xrcr + xt a' = (xtct + Xt'o) + Xtc' = xa + XT a' = X + Xotc' ,

since x=xo; and likewise we prove for y in Lt that

y<r = y + yrcr'.

If x is in La, thenxrr/=xo-+xoT<r'<r=x; and if y is in Lt, then yoT=yT+yTOT'T

= y. This implies that r and a induce reciprocal isomorphisms between La

and Lt ; and these are center isomorphisms, since arcs' and tot' are, by Lemma

2, centralizing endomorphisms.

3. Elementary exchange properties. The following simple proposition will

be used continuously.

Lemma 1. If the M-loop L=A@B, and if the M-subloop S contains A, then
S=A®(SC\B).

(9) A. A. Albert is in possession of a theory of a class of endomorphisms which is the exact

analogue of the normal endomorphisms in the sense of Fitting.
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The simple proof may be left to the reader.

Lemma 2. If the M-loop L=D@A(l)® ■ • ■ ®A(n)=D®B, then:
(a) B(i) = [D®A(i)]i~\B is a normal M-subloop of L which is center iso-

morphic to A (i) ;

(b) D®A(i)=D®B(i);
(c) B = B(l)® ■ ■ ■ ®B(n).

Proof, (b) is. an immediate consequence from Lemma 1 and (a) is readily

deduced from (b) and §2, Corollary 2.

Denote by B' the compositum of the B(i). This is clearly a normal M -sub-

loop of 7 which is part of B so that in particular Df\B' = 0. It follows from

(b) that the compositum of D and B' is the same as the compositum of D and

the A(i); and thus we have shown that L=D®B'. From 7=7>©E, B'gB,

and Lemma 1 we infer that B=B'; and thus we have shown that B is the

compositum of the B(i).

Denote by B'(i) the compositum of the B(j) for jr¿i. Then

B'ii) r\ B(i) Ú [D® B'(i)]r\[D ® B(i)] r, B = 0,

since it follows from (b) that

D ® B'ii) = D ® Ail) ® ■ ■ ■ ® A(i - I) ® A(i) ® ■ ■ ■ ® A(n),

D ® B(i) = D ® A(i)

so that the cross cut of these two loops is just D. This completes the proof

of (c).

Lemma 3. If a, ß and p, a are pairs of complementary decomposition endo-

morphisms of the M-loop 7, and if apa induces an automorphism in La, then

L=Lap®Lß.

Proof. It is a consequence of §2, Corollary 1 that 7ap is a normal Af-sub-

loop of 7, since the decomposition endomorphism p maps the normal subloop

La upon a normal subloop.

If x belongs to the cross cut of Lap and 7/3, then there exists an element y

such that y — ya and x=yap. Since x is in Lß, we have 0=xa=yapo!. But apa

induces an automorphism in La and y is in La. Hence y = 0; this implies x=0

and therefore LapC\Lß=0.

If x is an element in La, then x = xa and there exists an element y in La

such that x=yapa. Then yap =yapa+yapß =x+yapß. Since yap is in 7ap

and yap/3 is in Lß, it follows that x is in the compositum Lap®Lß. Thus we

have shown that La^Lap®Lß, proving 7=7ap©7/3.

Corollary 1. The following properties of the pairs of complementary decom-

position endomorphisms a, ß and p, a of the M-loop 7 imply each other.

(i) L=Lp®Lß=La®La.
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(ii) An automorphism is induced by apa in La and by pap in Lp.

(iii) .4« automorphism is induced by ßoß in Lß and by oßo in La.

Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove the equivalence of the properties (i)

and (ii). If (ii) is valid, then we infer from Lemma 3 that L=Lap®Lß

= Lpa®Lo. Furthermore Lap^Lp=Lp(pap) ^Lap or Lp=Lap; hence Lpa

= Lapa=La(apa)=La. Thus (i) is a consequence of (ii). Assume finally the

validity of (i). Then it follows from §2, Corollary 2 that a induces an isomor-

phism of Lp upon La and that p induces an isomorphism of La upon Lp;

(ii) is an immediate consequence of these facts.

Lemma 4. If a, ß is a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms

of the M-loop L, and if the decomposition endomorphism p of L satisfies Lp^La,

Z,/3 = A(p), then p=pa=ap.

Proof. It is a consequence of the second hypothesis that a leaves invariant

every element in Lp, proving pa = p; it is a consequence of the last hypothesis

that ßp = 0 so that p = ap +ßp = ap.

Corollary 2. If a, ß and Ô, e are pairs of complementary decomposition

endomorphisms of the M-loop L, if La =U®V, and if aba induces an automor-

phism in U, then L=Ub® V®Lß.

Proof. Since L=La®Lß= U@(V®Lß), there exist complementary de-

composition endomorphisms p, a such that Lp= U, La= V®Lß. It follows

from Lemma 4 that p = pa = ap. Ii x is an element in U, then xaba belongs

to U and thus both x and xaba are left invariant by p. Hence xaôa=xpaèap

= xp5p so that aba and pop induce the same automorphism in U. Hence we

may deduce from Lemma 3 that

L = Lpb ® La = UÔ © V © Lß,

as we claimed.

4. The splitting hypothesis. The AZ-loops whose direct decomposition we

are going to study will be required to satisfy the following fundamental con-

dition.

Splitting hypothesis. If 5, e is a pair of complementary decomposition

endomorphisms of the M-loop L, and if a is a decomposition endomorphism of L,

then the endomorphism ahqea of L possesses one and only complement.

It is a consequence of §2, Lemma 2, that abaea is a centralizing endomor-

phism of L. The uniquely determined complement C of abaea is therefore part

of the Af-center of L, and we have L = C®R(a8ata). At the same time C is

part of La; thus C is an abelian direct summand of L and La.

The criteria for the validity of the splitting hypothesis will be discussed

in §8.
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Lemma 1. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L, then it is

satisfied by every direct summand of 7.

Proof. Suppose that 7= U® V, that S, e is a pair of complementary de-

composition endomorphisms of U, and that a is a decomposition endo-

morphism of U. Then there exist uniquely determined decomposition

endomorphisms a', b' of 7 which coincide with a and 5 respectively on U

and which both map V upon 0; and there exists a uniquely determined de-

composition endomorphism e' of 7 which coincides with e on U and which

leaves invariant every element in V. Then 5', e' are complementary de-

composition endomorphisms of 7, a'ô'a'e'a' and abaea coincide on U and

a'ô'a'e'a' maps 7 into U. Thus complements of a'5'a'e'a' are part of U,

proving that abata and a'b'a'e'a' have the same complements. It follows

from the splitting hypothesis that a'b'a'e'a' possesses one and only one com-

plement. Hence abaea possesses one and only one complement, as we claimed.

The proof of the main consequence of the splitting hypothesis we precede

by the proof of the following proposition which holds independently of the

splitting hypothesis.

Lemma 2. If p and a are M-endomorphisms of the M-loop 7 such that

x=xp+xafor every x in L, then(10) :

(i) pa=ap;

(ii) R(pa)=R(p)®R(a); _
(iii) An automorphism is induced by p in R(a) and by a in R(p).

Proof. If x is an element in 7, then

Xp2 + xap = (xp + xa)p = xp = xp2 + xpa    or    xcrp = xpa,

proving (i). Next we are going to prove:

(iv) R(p)a=R(p) and R(a)p=R(a).

If x is an element in R(p), then there exists an integer i = i(x) such that

xp* = 0. Hence it follows from (i) that x<rp'=xp!'o- = 0. Consequently R(p)a

t%R(p). Suppose conversely that x is in R(p). Then xp' = 0 is clearly in R(p)a.

Assume that we have already shown that xp' for 0 </í£í is in R(p)a. Then

xp''1 = (xp'_1)p + (xp'_1)a = xp' + xp)_V.

The first of these terms is in R(p)a because of the induction hypothesis ; the

second term is in R(p)a, since xp'"1 is in R(p). Hence xp'"1 is in R(p)a; it

now follows by complete induction that x itself is in R(p)a. Consequently

R(p)a=R(p); R(a)p=R(a) is shown likewise.

If x is in the cross cut of R(p) and R(a), then there exists a smallest not

negative integer i such that xpi = xai = 0.  If x were different from 0, then

(l0) This theorem may be considered as a generalization of such propositions as Fitting

[l, p. 19, Hilfssatz 4] and Jacobson [l, p. 11, lemma].
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0<í, and we could infer that

otpi-i = (xp'-^p + (xpi_1)<r = xp'-iff;

from this equation and from (i) we would infer that xpi~1=xp'~xoi = xoipi~1

= 0.-Since xoi~1 = 0 could be shown likewise, we have arrived at a contradic-

tion, proving x = 0, or:

(v) R(p)r\R(o)=0.
Since R(p) and R(o) are both normal subloops of L, it follows from (v)

that their compositum is their direct sum R(p)®R(<r).

If xis in R(p), then xp' = 0 for somei; it follows from (i) that x(pcr)i= xp'o"'

= 0, proving that A(p)=A(pcr). Likewise we see that R(a) úR(pa), proving

that A(p) ®R(o) ^R(pa).
Since K((po)°) = A(l) =0 is certainly part of R(p) ®R(o), we may make

the induction hypothesis that A((po-)'-1), for positive i, is part of R(p) ®R(<r).

If x is in A((po-)'), then xpo is in A((po-)i_1) ; and we infer from the induction

hypothesis the existence of elements x' and x" in R(p) and R(a) respectively

such that xpcr=x'+x". We infer from (iv) the existence of an element y in

R(p) such that x' =yo; and there exists one and only one element z such that

xp=y+z. Since x" is in R(o), there exists a positive integer/ such that

x'V = 0. Hence

yo-j+i = x'o-i = x'a' + x"a> = (x' + x")a' = xp<r'+1 = ya'+1 + zai+l

or za'+1 = 0. Thus z belongs to R(o). Since y belongs to R(p), we have shown

that xp =y+z belongs to R(p) ®R(o) ; likewise we see that x<r is in R(p) @R(a).

Consequently x=xp+xa is in A(p)ffiA(o-), proving that A((po-)<) =A(p)

®R(o). Since R(pa) is the compositum of all the A((po-)'), it follows that

R(pa) ^R(p) ®R(a), completing the proof of (ii).

We infer from (ii) or (v) that K(p)nR(a) ^R(p)i\R(<r) =0. Hence we

may deduce from (iv) that p induces an automorphism in R(<r) ; that a induces

an automorphism in R(p) is seen likewise, completing the proof.

Lemma 3. If a, ß and 5, e are pairs of complementary decomposition endo-

morphisms of the M-loop L, and if abata possesses one and only complement C,

then there exists one and only one direct decomposition La= U®V such that:

(a) V^R(aea);

(b) an automorphism is induced in U by ata and in V by aha,

and we have U=C®[Lar\R(aba)], V=Lar\R(aea).

Proof. A. We show first that U=C® [Lan,R(aba)], V = LaC\R(ata) con-

stitute a direct decomposition of La, satisfying (a) and (b).

It is clear that U and V are part of La and that F=R(aea).

Since abata is, by §2, Lemma 2, a centralizing endomorphism of L, its

complement C is part of the AZ-center of L, and we have

L = R(a8ata) ® C.
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Since K(a) is part of Riaba), Riaea) and Riabaea), and since L=La

®K~ia), it follows from §3, Lemma 1 that

Riaba) = K(a) ® [7a Pi R(a&a)],

R(ata) = K(a) ® [La C\ R(ata) ],

R(a8aea) = K(a) ® [La f\ Riabaea)] ;

and we note furthermore the often used fact that the second term is always

the radical of the endomorphism induced in La.

The identity is induced in La by a = aba+aea. Hence it follows from

Lemma 2 and 7=E(a)ffi7a that

(aôa)(aea) = (aea)(aôa),

La n R(aôaea) =  [La H R(aôa)] ®  [La H R(aea)],

and an automorphism is induced in LaCs\R(aba) by aea and in Lais\R(aea)

by aba.

We infer first that

Riabaea) = K(a) ® [La C\ Riabaea) ]

= K(a) ® [La C\ R(aSa) ] ® [La i\ R(ata) ]

= R(aôa) ® [Lan R(aea)] =  [La C\ R(aôa)] ® R(aea).

Since aba maps R(aba) into itself and induces an automorphism in

La(~\R(aea), it follows that aba induces an endomorphism in R(abaea);

that aea induces an endomorphism in Riabaea) is seen likewise. Furthermore

we have

7 = Riabaea) ® C = E(a) © [La C\ Riada)] ® [La A Riaea)] ® C.

The three last summands are part of La, since C = Cabaea; hence it follows

from 7 = E(a) ©7a and §3, Lemma 1 that(u)

La = C © [7a A E(a5a)] © [7a H E(aea)] = U ® V,

and we note that a 5a induces an automorphism in V.

Suppose now that w is an element in C such that waea is in Riabaea).

Since aba has been shown to map Riabaea) into itself, it follows that

wiaea)iaba) =wiaba)iaea) =wabaea is in Riabaea). Thus it follows from ele-

mentary properties of the radical that w itself is in E(a5aea). Hence w = 0

as an element in Ci^Riabaea) =0. Consequently

Caea C\ Riabaea) = 0.

Since both aba and aea map Riabaea) into itself, they induce both endomor-

(tl) Koíínek [l ] and Kurosh [2, 3] have based their discussion on a three term decomposi-

tion of La very similar to this one.
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phisms in L/R(abata). But their product abata induces an automorphism in

C and therefore in L/R(aôata). Hence each of the factors aba and ata in-

duces an automorphism in L/R(abata). This implies in particular that every

coset of L/R(abata) contains one (and only one) element in Cata. Since

finally

Caea(a8aea) = C(aea) (aSa) (ata) = C(a5aea) (ata) = Cata,

we have shown that Cata is a complement of abata. But abata possesses

only one complement, proving that

C = Cata

(and C=Caba may be shown likewise).

From R(ata) ¿R(abata) we infer now that ata induces an automorphism

in C. Since ata induces an automorphism in Lar\R(aba), it follows that ata

induces an automorphism in U; thus we have shown that U and V meet all

the requirements.

B. Consider now a direct decomposition La= U'®V, meeting the re-

quirements (a) and (b). It follows from (a) that V ^LaH\R(ata) = V; hence

it follows from 3, Lemma 1 and La=U'®V that V= V'®(UT\V). Since

ata induces, by (b), an automorphism in U' and, by (a), a nil endomorphism

in V, it follows that UT\V = 0 or V= V.

Since ata induces an automorphism in U', and since a = aba+ata leaves

invariant every element in U'^La, it follows that aba maps U' into itself.

If x is an element in LaC\R(aba) ^La= U'® V, then there exist elements u

and v in U' and V respectively such that x = u+v, and there exists an in-

teger i such that

0 = x(aSa)1 = u(aSa)'- + v(a5a)'.

Since aba has just been shown to map U' into itself, and since aba induces an

automorphism in V, the elements u(aba)i and v(aba)i belong to U' and V

respectively. Since U'CW =0, we have 0 = u(aba)i = v(aba)i. Since aba in-

duces an automorphism in V, this implies i» = 0so that x = wis in £/'. Thus we

have shown that Laf~\R(a8a) = U'.

We have shown before that La=[Lal^R(aba)]@[Lar\R(ata)]®C.

Hence we may infer from 3, Lemma 1, that

U' =  [La r\ R(aôa)] ®  [V Pi (C ©  [La C\ R(ata)])]

=  [La n R(aôa)] ® [V C\ (C ®V)]

and hence

L = K(a) ® La = K(a) © U' ® V' = K(a) © V © U'

= K(a) © [La r\ R(aea)] © [La H R(aôa)] © [V í\ (C © V)\

= R(aoata) ®  [V C\ (C ® V)].
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Since aea maps into itself V, U', and C, it maps UT\iC®V) into itself;

the same holds of a5a, since a=aôa+aea leaves invariant each of the ele-

ments in U'f\iC® V). Thus this subloop is mapped into itself by abaea, and

is consequently a complement of abaea. However, abaea possesses but one

complement, proving that C— U'(~\iC® V), and that therefore

V =  [7a C\ Riaba)] ® [U' C\ (C © V)] =  [7a C\ Riaba)] ® C = U,

completing the proof.

Remark. It is clear that this lemma may be used whenever the splitting

hypothesis is satisfied by the Af-loop 7 under consideration. It may be of in-

terest to note that this will be the only(12) explicit use that we are going to

make of the splitting hypothesis. Instead we shall only use the present lemma.

Corollary. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop 7, if a, ß
and b, e are pairs of complementary decomposition endomorphisms of 7, and if

S is a direct summand of La such that aba and (therefore) aea induce endomor-

phisms in S, then there exists a direct decomposition S=U®V such that:

(a) V g Riaea);

(b) .4» automorphism is induced by aea in U and by aba in V.

Proof. 7a = SffiT", since 5 is a direct summand of 7a. Hence there exists

one and only one decomposition endomorphism a of 7 such that La = 5 and

E(<r) =T®Kia). We infer from §3, Lemma 4, thataa=aa = a. We infer from

Lemma 3 the existence of one and only one direct decomposition S= U® V

such that VgRiaea) and such that an automorphism is induced in U by

aea and in V by aba. If x is an element in S, then xaea and xaba are elements

in 5. Hence x, xaba, and xaea are left invariant by a; thus it follows that

xaôa = x<ra5a<T = xo_5cr and xaea =xaaeaa= xaea. Hence (a) and (b) are satis-

fied by U and V, completing the proof.

5. The main theorems. The following proposition will prove useful.

Lemma. If a, ß and b, e are pairs of decomposition endomorphisms of the

M-loop L, and if the direct decompositions

(d)      La = A' ® A",   Lß = B' ® B",   Lb = D' ® D",   Le = E' ® E"

have the properties

a induces an isomorphism of D' upon A' and of E" upon A",

ß induces an isomorphism of £' upon B' and of D" upon B",

b induces an isomorphism of A' upon D' and of B" upon D",

e induces an isomorphism of B' upon £' and of A" ufon F"

then they satisfy the equations:

(u) With the exception of the proof of 6, Theorem 2.
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La® B' = La® E', La ® B" = La ® D",

Lß ® A' = 7/3 © D', Lß ® A" = Lß © E",

75 © £' = 75 © B', 75 © E" = 75 © A",

Le ® D' = Le ® A', Le ® D" = Le ® B".

Proof. Since ßeß induces an automorphism in B', it follows from §3, Corol-

lary 2, that 7=7a©E'e©E"=7affi£'©E"; this implies in particular that

0=7aPE'. It is clear that E'agLa®E' and hence B'=E'ßgLa®E'. Since

an automorphism is induced in B" by ßbß, it follows from §3, Corollary 2,

that7=7a©E'©E"=7a©E'©E"5=7a©E'©7>". Hence it follows from

§3, Lemma 1 and La®B'gLa®E' that

7a © £' = (7a © E') © [(7a © £') Pi 7>"].

If x is an element in 7aP(£'©7)"), then x/3 = 0 and there exist elements

y and z in £' and E" respectively such that x=y+z. Hence 0 =yß+zß where

yß is in E'ß = B' and where zß belongs to D"ß = B". Since BT\B" =0, it

follows that y/3 = z/3 = 0. Hence y is in the cross cut of 7a and £' and z is in

the cross cut of 7a and D", and both these cross cuts are 0. Thus 0 =y =z =x,

proving that La(~\(E'®D") =0. The compositum of 7a and £', D" is there-

fore their direct sum, implying that7»"P(7affi£') =0. Hence La®B'= La

©£'; the other equations (e) may be proven in "a like fashion.

Special refinement theorem. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by

the M-loop L, and if L=A®B=D®E, then there exist direct decompositions

A = A' © A",       B = B' ® B",       D = D' © D",       £ = £' © E"

such that

A'  ® B'  = B'  ® D'  =7»'  © £'  = £'  ® A',

A" ® D" = D" ® E" = E" ® B" = B" ® A".

Proof. Denote by a, ß and 5, e the pairs of complementary decomposition

endomorphisms such that La=A, Lß=B, Lb=D and Le=E. Then we infer

from 4, Lemma 3, the existence of uniquely determined Af-subloops A', A"

and D', D" such that

A = A' ® A", D = D' © D",

A" g R(aba), D" g E(5a5),

and an automorphism is induced in A' by aba, in A" by aea, in D' by bab

and in E" by 5/35.

IFe define

B' = BC\(D' ® £),        5" = D"ß,       E' = EÍ\(A' @ B),    E" = A"e.

Since 5/35 induces an automorphism in D", and since aea induces an auto-
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morphism in A", it follows from §3, Corollary 2, that

L = A' ® A" © B = A' ® A"t ® B = A' ® E" ® B

= D' ® D" ® E = D' ® D"ß © E = D' © B" © E.

Since B"èB and E"^E, we deduce from (1) and §3, Lemma 1, that

B = B' ® B",       E = E' ® E".

Our first object is to prove that the decompositions of A, B, D, and E,

thus obtained, satisfy the conditions (i) of the preceding lemma.

Since bßb induces an automorphism in D", it is clear that ß induces an

isomorphism of D" upon B" and that 5 induces an isomorphism of B" upon

D", and since ata induces an automorphism in A", an isomorphism of A"

upon E" is induced by t and an isomorphism of E" upon A " is induced by a.

Since aba induces an automorphism in A', we infer from §3, Corollary 2,

that L=A'®A"®B=A'b®A"®B. Since A'b is thus a direct summand of

L and part of D, we deduce from §3, Lemma 1, that

(2) D = A'b ® [DC\ (A" ® B)].

If x is an element in A'b such that xbab = 0, then there exists an element

y in A' such that x=y5 and such that 0=yb(bab). This implies 0=y(ôaô)a

= yababa = y(aôa)2. But aba induces an automorphism in A', proving that

y = 0. Hence x = 0 too. Furthermore A'b(bab) =A'(aba)b=A'b, proving that

(2') bao induces an automorphism in A'b.

If x is an element in D(~\(A"®B), then x=x5 and there exist elements u

and v in A" and in B respectively such that x = u+v. Hence xbab=xab

= (u+v)ab = (ua+va)b = uô. Since u belongs to A" ^R(a8a), there exists an

integer i such that u(aba){ = 0. Consequently x(8a8)'+i = u8(8a8)i = u(a8a)'8

= 0, proving that x is in R(8a8) and that therefore

(2") DC\ (A" ® B) g R(bab).

We infer from (2), (2") and §3, Lemma 1, that

D C\ R(bab) = [D H (A" ® B)]® [Dn R(bab) H A'i].

Since 8a8 induces a nil endomorphism in R(8a8) and, by (2'), an automor-

phism in A'b, it follows that R(8a8)nA'8 = 0. Hence Df~\R(8a8)=D

r\(A"®B); it follows from §4, Lemma 3 (or 2) that

(2'") an automorphism is induced in D C\ (A" ® B) by bßb.

The decomposition (2) of D meets therefore the requirements which deter-

mined, by §4, Lemma 3, uniquely the decomposition D=D'®D". Thus it

follows that
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(3') D' = A'b,       D" = DC\ (A" © B) ;

and likewise we see that

(3") A' = D'a,       A" = AC\ (D" ® £).

Since aba induces an automorphism in A' and 5a5 in D', it follows from

(3') and (3") that a induces an isomorphism of D' upon A' and that 5 in-

duces an isomorphism of A ' upon D'.

If x is an element in £', then x=xe, 0=x5 and there exist elements y

and z in A' and B respectively such that x = y+z. Hence 0=y5+z5, showing

that z5 and y5 belong to A'b = D', by (3'). Since z—ze+zb belongs to B, we

have shown that z belongs to BC\(E®D'). From xß = yß+zß=z we infer now

that £'/3^E'=EP(£©E'). If in particular 0=x/3 = z, then x=y belongs to

the cross cut of £ and A '. Since a5a induces an automorphism in A ', we infer

now that xa ba = x ba = 0 implies x = 0 ; and thus we have shown :

(4') ß induces an isomorphism of £' into B' ;

and one verifies likewise that

(4") e induces an isomorphism of B' into £'.

It follows in particular from (4') and (4") that eße induces an isomorphism

of £' into £'. Since e leaves invariant every element in E'gE, and since

e = eae + eße, it follows that eae too maps £' into itself. Since £' is a direct

summand of £, we infer now from §4, corollary, the existence of a direct de-

composition £'= U® F such that VgR(eße) and such that an automorphism

is induced in U by eße and in V by eae. Thus U= UeßeiZE'eße, and it follows

from §3, Lemma 1, that£'e/3e= U®(VT\E'eße). But eße induces a nil endo-

morphism in V and an isomorphism in £', and hence in E'eßegE'. Hence

Vi~\E'eße = 0 or E=E'e/3e. An automorphism is therefore induced by eße in

E'eße. Since eße induces an isomorphism of £' upon E'eße gE', it follows now

that eße induces an automorphism in £'. Now we deduce from (4') and (4")

that

E' = E'eße = E'ße g B'e g E'    or    £' = B'e;

this shows in conjunction with (4") that e induces an isomorphism of B'

upon £'. That ß induces an isomorphism of £' upon B' may be shown like-

wise. This completes the proof of the fact that our decompositions of A, B, D,

E meet the requirements (i) of the preceding lemma. Consequently they

satisfy the equations (e) of that same lemma.

It follows from (e) that P = B ®A ' = E©E' and Q =E®A ' =£ ©E'. Then

Br\PnQ^Br\Q = Bn(E®D')=B' and Er\Pr\Q = EC\P = EC\iB®A')
= £'. Since A ' and D' are both direct summands of P and Q, we infer from §3,

Lemma 1 that
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p r\ q = a' ® (B r\ p r\ q) = a' ® b'

= A' © (Er\Pr\Q) = A' ® E'

= D' ® (B r\ P r\Q) = D' ® B'

= D' ® (EC\Pr\Q) = D' ® E',

proving the first set of desired equations.

It follows from (e) that H = B®A"=B®E" and that K=D®A"

= D®E". Then Dr\Hr\K=Df\H = Dr\(B®A")=D" by (3'). Since E"
and A" are both direct summands of H and of A, it follows from §3, Lemma 1

that

h r\ k = a" © (h n k n d) = a" ® d"

= E" ®(EC\KC\D) = E" ® D".

It follows from (e) that S = E®D"=E®B" and that T = A®D"
=A®B". Then Ar\Sr\T=Ar\S=A(^(E®D")=A" by (3"). Since B"
and D" are direct summands of 5 and of T, it follows from §3, Lemma 1, that

5 r\ T = B" © 04 r\ s r\ t) = b" ® a"

= D" ®(AC\Sr^T) = ZJ>" © ^".

Thus we have shown that B"®A" =A"®D" =D"®E". It is clear that

E" and B" are both contained in this AZ-subloop of L. Hence we infer from

(e) that

E' ® (E" © D") = E®D" = E® B" = E' © (£" © B"),

and from £"©£"=£"©£>" and §3, Lemma 1, that E"®B" = E"®D",

completing the proof.

Remark 1. If we let, in the notation of the theorem,

V  = A'  ® B'  = B'  @D'  = D'  ® E'  = E'  ® A',

L" = A" © D" = D" ® E" = E" ® B" = B" © A",

then L=L'®L"; these decompositions constitute refinements of the original

decomposition which meet an exchange requirement that is much stronger

than all the other exchange conditions that we are going to discuss.

Remark 2. It is an immediate consequence of §2, Corollary 2, that A ' and

D', B' and E', A" and E", B" and D" are center isomorphic direct sum-

mands of L.

Definition 1. The permutation: i—*** of the integers from 1 to « effects an

exchange isomorphy of the direct decomposition L=^4(l)ffi • • • ffi.4(w) upon

the direct decomposition L=B(1)® ■ ■ ■ ®B(n) of the M-loop L, if

(5.E)    L = A(l) ® ■ ■ ■ ® A(i - 1) © B(i*) ® A(i + 1) © • • • © A(n)

for every i.
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The term "exchange isomorphy" ought to be used with some care, since

products and inverses of exchange isomorphies need not be exchange iso-

morphies. Note the center isomorphy of A ii) and B(i*).

General refinement theorem. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by

the M-loop L, then any two direct decompositions of 7 possess exchange isomorphic

refinements.

Here we term as usual the direct decomposition ( U) of 7 a refinement of

the direct decomposition (V) of 7 if every component of (V) is the direct

sum of suitable components of (U).

The general refinement theorem will be deduced from the special refine-

ment theorem by purely structural arguments. It will be seen that the con-

tention of the general refinement theorem is true whenever the contention of

the special refinement theorem is valid for every direct summand.

The proof of our theorem will be effected by a double induction. In order

to do so, it is necessary to prove a somewhat stronger theorem which will be

useful in later applications, namely the following proposition.

(T.m, n) If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L if

L=A(l)® ■ ■ • ®A(m)=B(l)® ■ • ■ ®B(n),

then there exist direct decompositions

A(i) = A(i, 1) © • • • © A(i, n),       B(j) = B(j, 1) © • • • © B(j, m)

such that 7 is, for every i = l, ■ • • , m and for every set J of integers between 1

and n, the direct sum of the A(k) fork^i, the A(i, j) for j in J, and the B(j,i)

forj not in J.

(T.w, «) asserts the existence of an exchange isomorphy of the direct

decomposition into the A(i, j) upon the direct decomposition into the B(j,

i) which permits us to substitute (comparatively freely) B(j, i) for A(i, j).

Proof of (T.2, »). Since (T.2, 2) is nothing but a weaker form of the spe-

cial refinement theorem, we may make the induction hypothesis that (T.2,

» — 1) is valid in order to prove (T.2, «).

Assume that L=D®E=A(l)® • • • ®A(n)  and let  A=A(l)® • • •

®A(n — l), B=A(n). Then E=^4©E = E©£; we infer from the special re-

finement theorem the existence of direct decompositions

(1)        A = A' ® A",    B = B' © B",    D = D' © D",    £ = £' © E"

such that

V  = A'  ® B'  = B'  © E'   = E'  © £'  = £'  © A',

L" = A" ® D" = D" © E" = E" ® B" = B" ® A".

Clearly 7 =7' ©7".
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It is a consequence of §4, Lemma 1, that the splitting hypothesis is satisfied

by every direct summand of the AZ-loop L. Thus we may apply (T.2, « —1)

upon the direct decompositions A = A'®A" =A(1)® ■ ■ ■ @A(n — 1) of the

direct summand A oí L. Consequently there exist direct decompositions

A(i)=A'(i)®A"(i)iori<n,A'=U(l)® ■ ■ ■ ®U(n-l), A" =V(1)® ■ ■ ■
©F(w —1), meeting the following requirements:

(a') If / is a set of numbers between 1 and n — 1, then A is the direct sum

of A', the V(j) for j in J, and the A"(j) for/ not in /.

(a") If J is a set of integers between 1 and w —1, then A is the direct

sum of A", the U(j) for j in J, and the A '(j) for/ not in J.

Yet D(i)=D'r\(E'®U(i)) for i<n. Then it follows from E' ®A '=E'®D',

A'=U(1)® ■ • ■ ®U(n-l), and from 3, Lemma 2, that D'=D(1)® ■ • •

®D(n-\) and E'®U(i) =E'®D(i).

Likewise we let E(i) =E'T\(D"® V(i)) and find that £"=£(1)© • • •

©E(«-l) and D"®V(i)=D"®E(i).

Finally we let B'=A"(n), B"=A'(n), D"=D(n), E'=E(n). Then we

have^4(í')=/l'(í)©^4"(t) forevery¿ = l, • • • , wandZ>=Z>(l) © • • • ®D(n),

E=E(1)® ■ ■ ■ ®E(n). In order to show that these direct decompositions

meet all the requirements of (T.2, n) we have to show the validity of the

following two contentions.

(d) If / is a set of integers between 1 and «, then L is the direct sum of D,

the E(j) for j in /, and the A "(j) for/ not in /.

(e) If J is a set of integers between 1 and n, then L is the direct sum of E,

the D(j) for j in J, and the A'(j) for/ not in /.

For reasons of symmetry it suffices to verify one of these properties, say

(d). We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. n does belong to J.

Then we may assume without loss in generality that / consists of « and

the integers 1, 2, • • • , i for some i<n. Then

L = D®E = D® E(l) © • • • © E(n)

= V ® D" ® E(l) ® • ■■ ® E(n- 1) (since  L' = D' ® E' = D' © £(»))

= L' ® D" ® V(l) ® ■ ■ ■ ® V(n - 1) (since   D" ® E(j) = D" © V(j)

for / < «)

= L' © D" ® V(l) © • • • © V(i) ® A"(i + 1) © • ■ • © A"(n - 1)

(because of (a') and V = A' © B')

= V © D" ® E(l) © • • • © E(i) ® A"(i + 1) © • • • © A"(n - 1)

(as before)

= D ® E(l) © ••• © E(i) ® A"(i +!)©■••© A"(n - 1) © £(«),

as we claimed.
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Case 2. n does not belong to J. Then we may assume without loss in gen-

erality that J consists of the integers 1,2, • • • ,i for some i<n. From what

we showed under Case 1 it follows that

7 = D ® E(l) © • • • © E(i) ® A"(i + 1) © ■ • • © A"(n - 1) © E(n)

= 7' © D" ® E(l) © • • • © E(i) ® A"(i + 1) © • • • © A"(n - 1)

= E' © B' ® D" ® £(1) © • • • © E(i) © A"(i + 1) © • • • © A"(n - I)

= E © £(1) © • • • © E(i) ® A"(i + 1) © • • • © A"(n - I) © A"(n),

completing the verification of (d).

Thus (T.2, n) is a consequence of (T.2, n — l), completing the inductive

proof of (T.2, n) for every ».

Proof of (T.m, n). Since we have already verified (T.2, n) for every »,

we may make the induction hypothesis of the validity of (T.m — l, n) in

order to prove (T.m, n).

Let7=/l(l)ffi • • ■ ®A(m)=B(l)® ■ ■ ■ ®B(n)andputD=A(l)® ■ ■ ■
®A(m — l), E=Aim). Applying (T.2, w) upon the direct decompositions

7 = E©£=E(1)© ■ • • ®B(n) we obtain direct decompositions B(i) =B'(i)

®B"(i),D=Dil)® ■ ■ ■ ©E(»),£ = £(l)© • • • ©£(»), meeting the follow-

ing requirements.

(d) If 7 is a set of integers between 1 and », then 7 is the direct sum of D,

the E(j) for j in J, and the B"(j) for j not in J.

(e) If 7 is a set of integers between 7 and », then 7 is the direct sum of £,

the Dij) for j in J, and the B'(j) for j not in J.

From (e) we infer in particular that

(f) 7=£©E'(l)ffi • • • ®B'(n),
and that is all we shall use of property (e).

Let F(î')=EP(£-ffi5'(î')). Then it follows from 7=£©E, (f) and §3,
Lemma 2, thatE=F(l)© • • • © V(n), E@B'(i) =£© V(i). Since E is a di-

rect summand of 7, the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by D. Thus we may

apply the induction hypothesis ÇT.m — 1, ») upon the direct decompositions

E = Ail) © • • • © Aim - I) = 7(1) © • • • © Vin).

Consequently there exist direct decompositions

Aii) = A(i, 1) © • • • © A(i, n),        V(j) = V(j, 1) © • ■ • © V(j, m - I)

with the property:

(g) If 0 <i<m, and if 7 is a set of integers between 1 and », then D is the

direct sum of the A(j) for j^i, the Aii, k) for k in J, and the V(k, i) for k

not in 7.

Let B(i, j)=B'(i)n(E®V(i, j)). Then we infer from §3, Lemma 2,

E®B'(i)=E®Vii) and V(i) = V(i, !)©••• © V(i, m-l) that
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B'(i) = B(i, 1) © • • • © B(i, m- 1),       E® V(i, j) = E ® B(i, j).

Finally we let B"(i) =B(i, m) and E(i) =A(m, i). Then it is clear that

A(i) = A(i, 1) © • • • © A(i, «),       B(j) = B(j, 1) © ••• © B(j, m)

for i = l, • • • , m and/ = l, •••,«. In order to show that these direct decom-

positions have the property enunciated in (T.m, «), we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. i<m. We may assume without loss in generality that J is the set

of integers 1, 2, • • • , k for some k^n, and that i = l. Then

L = A(l) © • • • © A(m) = A(l) ® • • • © A(m - 1) ® E

= A(l, 1) © • • • © A(l, n) ® A(2) © • • • © A(m - 1) ® E

= A(l, 1) © • • • © A(l, k) ® V(k + 1, 1) © • • • © V(n, 1)

© A(2) © • • • © A(m - 1) © E (because of (g))

= A(l, 1) © • • • © Ail, k) ® B(k + 1, 1) ® • ■ ■ ® B(n, 1) © A

© A(2) © • • ■ © A(m - 1) (since E ® V(j, 1) = E © B(j, 1))

= 4(1, 1) © • • • © A(l, k) ® B(k + 1, 1) © • • • © B(n, 1)

© A(2) ©•■••© A(m - 1) ® A(m),

as we claimed.

Case 2. i=m. Without loss in generality we may assume that J consists

of the integers from 1 to k for some k ^ «. Then

L = ¿(1) © • • • © A(m) = D ® A(m)

= D ® A(m, 1) © • • • © A(m, n) = D ® E(l) © • • • © E(n)

= D © £(1) © • • • © E(k) ® B"(k + 1) © • • • © B"(n)    (because of (d))

= A(l) © ■ • • © A(m - 1) ® A(m, 1) © • • • © A(m, k)

® B(k + 1, m) ® • • ■ ® B(n, m),

completing the proof of the fact that (T.w, n) is a consequence of (T.ra —1",

«). Thus (T.w, ») is true for every m and «, as we claimed.

Definition 2. The permutation i—>i* of the integers from 1 ton effects a cen-

ter isomorphy of the direct decomposition L=A(1)® • ■ • ® A («) upon the direct

decomposition L=B(1)@ • ■ • ®B(n) of the M-loop L, if A(i) and B(i*) are

center isomorphic(n) M-subloops of L (for every i.)

Remark 1. It is readily seen that products and inverses of center isomor-

phies between direct decompositions are again center isomorphies. The rela-

tion of center isomorphy between direct decompositions is therefore symmetric

and transitive.

Remark 2. If a center isomorphy of the direct decomposition L=A(1)

(13) In the sense of §2, definition.
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© • • • ffi.4(«) upon the direct decomposition 7=E(1)© • • • ®B(n) is

effected by the permutation *—***, then one easily constructs an Af-automor-

phism a of 7 such that A(i)a = B(i*) and x=xa modulo Zm(L). Because of

our rather restricted definition of center isomorphy of subloops the converse

of this statement need not be true; see §2, definition.

Remark 3. It is a fairly immediate consequence of §2, Corollary 2, that

a permutation effects a center isomorphy of two direct decompositions when-

ever it effects an exchange isomorphy. It is important to note that the con-

verse of this statement is not true, as may be seen from the following simple

example. Denote by 7 the free abelian group of rank 2 and by u, v a basis of 7.

Denote by A, B, D, E the subgroups of 7 which are generated by u, v, u+v,

and 2u+3v respectively. Then L=A®B=A@D=B®D=D®E, but 7 is

different from 4 ©£ and E©£. It is readily seen that A ®B and D®B,D®B

and D®E are exchange isomorphic decompositions of L, but A ®B and D,®E

are not exchange isomorphic, though clearly center isomorphic. Thus we have

shown that exchange isomorphy is not transitive and that center isomorphy

does not imply exchange isomorphy.

Applying the preceding remarks upon the general refinement theorem we

find the following corollary.

Corollary. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop 7, then any

two direct decompositions of 7 possess center isomorphic refinements.

6. Center indecomposable loops. A direct summand of an Af-loop is abe-

lian if, and only if, it is part of the Af-center. This justifies the following termi-

nology.

Definition. The M-loop 7 is center indecomposable, if 0 is its only abelian

direct summand.

Thus center indecomposable Af-loops are not abelian, unless they are 0.

If 77 is a centralizing endomorphism of the center indecomposable Af-loop

7, then the complements of 77 are, by §1, Property (c), abelian direct sum-

mands of 7. Thus 77 either does not split E or else 0 is its complement. This

proves the equivalence of the following three properties of 77:

(a) 77 possesses one and only one complement;

(b) 77 splits 7 ;

(c) 77 is a nil endomorphism of 7.

The splitting hypothesis should be considered and applied in the light of this

remark.

Direct summands of center indecomposable Af-loops are center indecom-

posable, since direct summands of direct summands are direct summands.

Lemma 1. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L, and if 7

is the direct sum of center indecomposable M-subloops, then 7 is center indecom-

posable.
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Proof. Suppose that L is the direct sum of the center indecomposable

AZ-subloops S(i), and that A is an abelian direct summand of L. Then it

follows from the refinement theorems (§5, corollary) that A is the direct sum

of Af-subloops A(i) such that A(i) is isomorphic to a direct summand of S(i).

Since A(i) is abelian, and since 0 is the only abelian direct summand of S(i),

we have A(i) =0. Hence i =0 as we claimed.

Lemma 2. If the M-loop L=A®B is center indecomposable, then 0 is the

only direct summand of A which is center isomorphic to an M-subloop of B.

Proof. Denote by a, ß the pair of complementary decomposition endomor-

phisms of L such that A =La and B =Lß. Suppose that 5 is a direct summand

of A, that p is a product of decomposition endomorphisms of L, and that p

induces an isomorphism of 5 into B. Then apß induces the same isomorphism

of 5 into B as p. But it follows from 2, Lemma 2, that apß is a centralizing

endomorphism of L. Hence Sp = Sapß is abelian. Since 5 and Sp are isomor-

phic, 5 is an abelian direct summand of the center indecomposable Af-loop L.

Thus 5 = 0, as we intended to show.

Remark. We proved a little more than we stated in Lemma 2, namely that

0 is the only direct summand of A which is mapped isomorphically into B by

a product of decomposition endomorphisms.

Theorem 1. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the center indecompos-

able M-loop L, and if an exchange isomorphy of the direct decomposition

L=A(1)® ■ ■ ■ ffi.i4(«) upon the direct decomposition L=B(1)® ■ • • ®B(n)

is effected by the permutation »—***, then this exchange isomorphy has the follow-

ing property :

(6.E) If J is a set of integers between 1 and «, then L is the direct sum of

the B (j*) for j in J and the A (j) for j not in J.

Proof. The contention (6.E) is certainly true whenever / consists of just

one integer (see 5, Definition 1). Hence we may make the induction hypothe-

sis that (6.E) is true whenever J consists of less than i integers. If J consists

of i integers, then we may assume withoot loss in generality that J is the set

of integers 1, 2, • • • , i. Applying the induction hypothesis on the set of in-

tegers between 1 and i — 1 we find

(1) L = B(l*) © ••• © B((i - 1)*) © A(i) ® A(i + 1) © • • • © A(n);

and applying the Property (5.E) (of 5, Definition 1) we find

(2) L = A(\) © • • • © A(i - 1) © B(i*) ® A(i + I) ® ■ ■ ■ ® A(n).

We apply the general refinement theorem (Y.m, n) upon these two direct

decompositions of L. Consequently there exist direct decompositions:

B(f) = U(j, 1) © • • • © U(j, n) for ; < i,

A(j) = U(j, !)©•••© U(j, n) for i = j,
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and

Aij) = V(j, 1) © • • • © V(j, n) for j * i,

B(i*) = V(i, 1) © • • • © V(i, n);

and an exchange isomorphism of the direct decomposition of 7 into the U's

upon the direct decomposition of 7 into the V's is obtained by mapping

U(h,k) upon V(k,h).
Applying §2, Corollary 2, we find that A(i) and B(i*), U(h, k) and V(k, h)

are center isomorphic. If ij^k, then the direct summand U(i, k) of A(i) is

center isomorphic to the direct summand Vik, i) of A ik) ; and it follows from

Lemma 2 that

U(i, k) = Vik, i) = 0 for i ^ k

and hence A(i) — Uii, i). If k<i, then the direct summand V(i, k) of B(i*) is

center isomorphic to the direct summand Uik, i) of Bik*) so that V(i, k)

= U(k, i) =0 by Lemma 2. If i<k, then the direct summand V(i, k) of E(¿*)

is center isomorphic to the direct summand U(k, i) of A(k). Since E(i*) and

A(i) are center isomorphic, one verifies furthermore that V(i, k) is center

isomorphic to some direct summand of A(i). The direct summand U(k, i)

of A(k) is therefore center isomorphic to a direct summand of A(i) for i<k,

and it follows from Lemma 2 that U(k, i), and, therefore, V(i, k), is 0. Thus

we have shown that

V(i, k) = 0 for i t¿ ¿

and hence B(i*)=V(i, i). Since F(î, i) may be substituted for U(i, i), it

follows that

7 = 5(1*) © • • • © B((i - 1)*) © B(i*) ® A(i + I) ® • ■ ■ q A(n),

completing the proof of the induction and of the theorem.

Theorem 2. 7/7 =,4(1)© • • • ®A(m)=B(l)® ■ ■ ■ ®B(n) are two di-

rect decompositions of the center indecomposable M-loop 7, and 7 satisfies the

splitting hypothesis, then there exist uniquely determined direct decompositions

A(i) = A(i, 1) © • • • © A(i, n),       B(j) = B(j, 1) © • • • © B(j, m)

A(i,j) = A(i) P \_T/Mk) ® B(j, ¿)],

B(j, Ï) = B(j) P [ £ B(k) © A(i, j)].
L M; J

Remark. It should be noted that the conditions (6.F) imply the following

facts :

such that

(6.F)
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(1) ¿Z A(k) H B(j, i) =0,        £ B(k) n A(i, j) = 0;
k*i k*i

'ZA(k)® B(j, i)=y£A(k)® A(i,j),

(2)
¿Z H® © A(i, j) = £ B(k) ® B(j, i).
h*i k*j

These equations (2) are consequences of §3, Lemma 2.   .

(3) An exchange isomorphism of the decomposition into the A (i, j) upon

the decomposition into the B(j, i) is obtained by mapping A (i,j) upon B(j, i)

(and conversely), as follows from (2). Thus these direct decompositions are

exchange isomorphic refinements of the original decompositions (A) and (B).

Proof. Denote by a(i), a'(i) and ß(i), ß'(i) the pairs of complementary

decomposition endomorphisms of L which satisfy :

La(i) = A(i),       La'(i) = .£ A(k) = A'(i),
k*i

Lß(i) = B(i),       Lß'(i) = £ B(k) = B'(k).
k*i

Then a'(i) =^2,k^a(k) and ß'(i)=^Zk*iß(k). Furthermore we define:

U(i, j) = A(i) i\ R(a(i)ß'(j)a(i)), U'(i, j) =A(i)C\ R(a(i)ß(j)a(i)),

V(j, i) = B(j) H R(ß(j)a'(i)ß(j)),        V'(j, i) =. B(j) i\ R(ß(j)a(i)ß(j)).

These AZ-subloops have a number of properties. It will usually suffice to state

the one concerning the U's.

(a.l) A(i) = U(i,j)®U'(i,j);

(a.2) a(i)ß(j)a(i)ß'(j)a(i)=a(i)ß'(j)a(i)ß(j)a(i) is a nil endomorphism;

(a.3) an automorphism is induced in U(i, j) by a(i)ß(j)a(i) and in U'(i, j)

bya(i)ß'(j)a(i).

It is a consequence of the splitting hypothesis that a(i)ß(j)a(i)ß'(j)a(i) is a

nil endomorphism so that in particular A (i) =A (i)C\R(a(i)ß(j)a(i)ß' (j)a(i)).

Since the identity is induced in A(i) = La(i) by a(i) = a(i)ß(j)a(i)'

+a(i)ß'(j)a(i), contentions (a) may be deduced from §4, Lemma 2.

(b) If an automorphism is induced.in the M-subloop S of L by a(i)ß(j)a(i),

thenS^U(i,j).
It follows from our hypothesis that S^La(i) and that therefore

<x(i)ß'(j)a(i) induces an endomorphism in 5. There exists, by (a.2), to every

element s in 5 an integer k = k(s) such that

0 = s[a(i)ß(j)a(i)ß'(j)a(i)]" = s[a(i)ß'(j)a(i)]>°[a(i)ß(j)a(i)]K

Since s[a(i)ß'(j)a(i)]k is in 5, and since an automorphism is induced in 5 by

[a(i)ß(j)a(i)]k, it follows that 0 = s[a(i)ß'(j)a(i)]k, proving 5= U(i, j).

(c) ifA(i)=A(i, 1)® ■ ■ ■ ®A(i,n),B(j)=B(j, 1)© • ■ • ®B(j,m),and
if an exchange isomorphy is effected by mapping A(i, j) upon B(j, i), then
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A (i) = UÜ, j) el*,,f4 (*. k)=A H, j) © U'ii, j).
Let D=^koi)Aii, k). Then it follows from Theorem 1 that 7 is the direct

sum of the A (A) for k^i, Aii, j) andtheE(A, i) for k 7^-j. Thus Eis by §2, Corol-

lary 2, center isomorphic to E* =2Z*p£jE(A, *). Likewise we see the center iso-

morphy of Aii,j) and B(j, i).

Let A = U'ii, j), B=U(i, j) and E=A(i, j). Then it follows from (a.l)

that A (i) =A®B =Effi£. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by A(i), since
A (i) is a direct summand of 7. Hence we infer from the special refinement

theorem the existence of decompositions

(c')       A = A' ® A",    E = B' ® B",   E = D' ® D",    £ = £' © E"

such that

A'  ® B'  = B' ® D'  = E' © £'  = £'  © 4',

4" © E" = E" © E" = £" © B" = E" © 4".

It follows from (c") and §2, Corollary 2, that A" and E", S" and D" are cen-

ter isomorphic. The direct summand E" of A (i,j) is center isomorphic to a di-

rect summand of B(j, i) and therefore to a direct summand of B(j). It follows

from (a.3) that an isomorphism is induced in A by ß'(j); and ß'(j) induces

therefore an isomorphism of A" into B'(j). We deduce from Lemma 2 (and

the remark appended to it) that A" and E" are 0. We noted that E is center

isomorphic to E* and E* is a direct summand of B'(j). Hence D" is center

isomorphic to a direct summand of B'(j). It follows from (a.3) that an iso-

morphism is induced in E by ß(j) ; and ßij) induces therefore an isomorphism

of B" into B(j). Since B" and D" are center isomorphic, it follows, as before,

that B" and D" are 0. Now it follows from the equations (c') and (c") that

A®B = B@D = D@E = E®A,

proving (c).

(d) If the decomposition of A (j) into the A (i, j) and of B(j) into the B(j,i)
meet the requirements (6.F), then A (i, j) = U(i, j) and B(j, i) = V(j, i).

Once we have proved this contention (d), we have verified the unique-

ness claim of our theorem.

It is readily deduced from (6.F) that a(i) induces an isomorphism of

B(j, i) upon A(i, j), and that ß(j) induces an isomorphism of A(i, j) upon

B(j, i). Thus an automorphism is induced in A (i,j) by a(i)ß(j)a(i) ; and hence

it follows from (b) that A(i, j)£ U(i, j). It follows from (a.l) and (c) that

U(i, j) ® U'(i, j) =A(i, j) ® U'(i, j). Hence it follows from §3, Lemma 1, that

A (i, j) = U(i, j) ; B(j, i) = V(j, i) is shown likewise.

(e) U(i,j)ß(J) = V(j, i) and V(j, i)a(i) = U(i,j).
From (a.3)—and a like statement referring to the F's—we infer that an

automorphism is induced in U(i, j) by a(i)ß(j)a(i) and in V(j, i) by

aij)ßii)a(j). Now one deduces readily that an automorphism is induced in
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U(i,j)ß(j) by ß(j)a(i)ß(j) and in V(j, i)a(i) by a(i)ß(j)a(i). We infer from (b)

—and a like statement concerning the F's—that U(i, j)ß(j) á V(j, i) and

V(j, i)a(i) = U(i, j); the equations (e) are now readily deduced from (a.3).

(f) If the A (i, j) and B(j, i) meet the requirements of (c), then L is the direct

sum of A'(i), V(j, i) and.^k^¡A(i, k).
It is a consequence of (c) that L is the direct sum of A'(i), U(i, j) and

¿Zk+jA(i, k). Hence it follows from (a.3) and 3, Corollary 2, that L is the

direct sum of A'(i), ^k^jA(i, k), and U(i, j)ß(j) = V(j, i), by (e), as we

claimed.

It is a consequence of §5, (T.m, n) that there exist A(i,j) and B(j, i),

meeting the requirements of (c). Consequently we may choose decompositions

A(i, j) and B(j, i) which meet the requirements of (c) and which have the

additional property that as many of the A(i, j) and B(j, i) as possible are

equal to U(i, j) and V(j, i) respectively. Then one infers easily from (c) and

(f) that each A(i,j) = U(i,j) and each B(j, i) = V(j, i) ; and one infers from (e)

and (a.3) that these decompositions meet the requirement (6.F), completing

the proof.

7. Center indecomposable direct decompositions. If there is given a direct

decomposition of the AZ-loop L into components which are either abelian or

center indecomposable (in the sense of the preceding section), then we may

form the direct sum A of the abelian components and the direct sum J of

the center indecomposable components. Then L=A®J, A is abelian, and,

if we assume the validity of the splitting hypothesis, J is center indecompos-

able (by §6, Lemma 1). That such a decomposition is essentially unique may

be seen from the following proposition.

Lemma 1. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L, if
L=A®B=D®E where A and D are abelian and where B and E are center

indecomposable, thenL=A®E = D®B.

Proof. We infer from the special refinement theorem (§5) the existence of

decompositions

A = A' ® A",       B = B' © B",       D = D' © D",       E = E' ® E"

such that

A'  ® B'  = B' © D'  = D'  ® E'  = E'  ® A',

A" ® D" = D" ® E" = E" © B" = B" ® A".

This implies in particular that A " and E", B" and D" are center isomorphic.

But A" and D" are abelian whereas E" and B" are direct summands of

center indecomposable loops. Hence A" =D" =E" =B" =0, and now our

contention is an immediate consequence of the preceding equations.

Definition. The direct decomposition L=A(1)® ■ • ■ ®A(n) is center in-
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decomposable, if none of the A (¿) possesses an abelian direct summand which is

different from 0 and Aii).

The components of a center indecomposable direct decomposition are

therefore either abelian and indecomposable or center indecomposable (in the

sense of §6, definition).

One verifies readily that every direct decomposition of the Af-loop 7

possesses a center indecomposable refinement whenever the descending or

the ascending chain condition is satisfied by the Af-subgroups of the M -center

of 7. Even weaker conditions, like the ascending chain condition for abelian

direct summands, suffice. Somewhat deeper is the following criterion.

Lemma 2. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop 7, and if there

exists a center indecomposable direct decomposition of L, then every direct de-

composition of 7 possesses center indecomposable refinements.

Proof. Suppose that (.4) is a center indecomposable direct decomposition

of 7 and that (E) is some direct decomposition of 7. There exist by §5, corol-

lary, center isomorphic refinements 04') and (E') of (.4) and (E) respectively.

(.4') is center indecomposable as a refinement of a center indecomposable di-

rect decomposition. Hence (E') is center indecomposable, since its compo-

nents are isomorphic to the components of iA').

Lemma 2 and the preceding remarks may serve as a justification for re-

stricting our considerations to center indecomposable direct decompositions.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop

7. Then center indecomposable direct decompositions of 7 are exchange isomor-

phic if, and only if, they are center isomorphic.

Proof. The necessity of our condition is a consequence of §2, Corollary 2.

Suppose now that 7=4(1)© ■ • • ®A(n)=BU)® ■ ■ ■ ®B(n) are center

isomorphic and center indecomposable direct decompositions. We may as-

sume without loss in generality that:

(i) A(i) and B(i) are center isomorphic for every i;

(ii) A(i) and B(i) are abelian for igm and are not abelian for m <i where

Ogmgn.

We infer from §5, (T.n, n), the existence of decompositions

Aii) = Aii, I) © ■ • • © Aii, n),        B(j) = B(j, 1) © ■ • • © B(J, n)

such that an exchange isomorphy is effected by mapping Aii, j) upon B(j, i).

Thus Aii,j) and B(J, i) are center isomorphic.

If igm, then Aii) is abelian and therefore indecomposable. Hence there

exists—assuming that A(i)?¿0—one and only one integer i' such that

A(i,j)-0 for jVî', A(i)=Aii, i'). Since Aii) is abelian, since Aii, i') is

center isomorphic to the direct summand B(i', i) of E(i'), and since Bij) for
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m <j does not possess abelian direct summands not equal to 0, it follows that

i' gm. Hence E(j') is abelian and indecomposable, proving that E(î') = B(i', i)

and B(i', j) — 0 for j^i'. One verifies now readily that:

i—n' is a permutation of the integers from 1 to m such that A (i) =A (i, i')

andBii')=Bii',i).

If m<i and jgm, then Aii,j) is center isomorphic to the direct summand

Bij, i) of the abelian B(j). But A (i, j) is a direct summand of the center inde-

composable A(i) whose only abelian direct summand is 0. Thus A(i, j) =0.

Likewise we see that B(i,j)=0, if m<i and jgm.

Suppose now that m<i, m <j and ij^j. Then A(i, j) is center isomorphic

to the direct summand Bij, i) of Bij). But B(j) is, by (i), center isomorphic

to Aij); and thus we have shown that the direct summand A(i, j) of A(i)

is center isomorphic to a direct summand of A(j).

It is a consequence of §6, Lemma 1 and (ii), that .d(m + l)© • • • ®A(n)

is center indecomposable. Hence it follows from §6, Lemma 2, that 0 is the

only direct summand of A(i) for m<i which is center isomorphic to a direct

summand of A (j) for m <jj¿i. Thus we have shown that

A(i,j) = 0 for m < i ^ j;

and this implies that

Bii, J) = 0 for m < i s¿ j,

since Bii,j) and A (J, i) are center isomorphic. It follows now that

A(i) = A(i, i)    and    B(i) = B(i, i) fort» < i.

Thus we have shown that the exchange isomorphic refinements A (i, j) and

B(j, i) of (A) and (B) are actually identical with the original decompositions,

proving their exchange isomorphy as we claimed.

Remark. The importance of this theorem stems from the fact that center

isomorphy of direct decompositions is a symmetric and transitive relation

whereas a like claim cannot be made, in general, for exchange isomorphy;

see §5, Remark 3.

Theorem 2. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L, and if the

center indecomposable direct decompositions 7=4(1)© • • • ®A(n) =B(l)

© • • ■ ®B(n) are center isomorphic, then there exists to every permutation p

of the integers from I to n a permutation a of the integers from 1 to n such that

(7.E)        7 = E(l') © • • • © B(i') ® A((i + l)").® ■ ■ • ® A(n")

for every i.

Remark. This exchange property (7.E) is weaker than (6.E), but stronger

than (5.E).

Proof. We are' going to prove by complete induction with respect to i the
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validity of the following proposition.

(p.i) There exist integers 1' to i' between 1 and n such that

(p.i.j)      L = B(l') © • • • © B(j') © A((j + iy) © ••• © A(n")

for j^i.
Since (p.O) is trivially true, we may make the induction hypothesis of the

validity of (p.i) in order to prove (p.i+1). It is a consequence of §2, Corollary

2, that the direct decompositions (p.i,j) and (p.i,j— 1) are center isomorphic.

Hence it follows from the transitivity of center isomorphy that the direct

decomposition (p.i, i) is center isomorphic to the direct decomposition

L=A(1)® • • • ffi.4(«) and therefore to the direct decomposition L = B(1)

® • • ■ ®B(n). We infer from Theorem 1 that the direct decomposition

(p.i, i) is exchange isomorphic to the direct decomposition (B); and hence

there exists an integer (i+1)' such that

L = B(l') © • • • © B(i') ® B((i + 1)') ® A((i + 2)o) © • • • © A(n")\

and now it is easy to verify the validity of (p.t'+l).

Thus we have in particular (p.n). Consider the direct decomposition

(p.«, «). It shows that the mapping: i—n' is necessarily a permutation of the

integers from 1 to w, completing the proof.

Theorem 3. If the splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L, then

any two direct decompositions of L into indecomposable direct summands are ex-

change isomorphic and meet requirement (7.E)(14).

This is an almost immediate consequence of the general refinement theo-

rem and of Theorem 2.

Remark. This Theorem 3 invites comparison with the main theorem of

Ore [l ] ; see his Theorem 18 on p. 591. In this theorem he makes the hypothe-

sis that certain "regular decompositions" do exist. It is not difficult to see

that this condition may be restated as follows: if a and ß are decomposition

endomorphisms such that La and Lß are indecomposable, then there exist

integers « and m such that L=L(aß)m@K((aß)n). It appears that this condi-

tion is a kind of splitting hypothesis, though stronger than the one used by

us. The main advantage of our splitting hypothesis seems to be that it refers

to centralizing endomorphisms only and that we do not have to assume the

existence of decompositions into indecomposable direct summands. See also

§8, Remark 1.

It should be noted that the results of the present section would remain

valid if we substituted for the splitting hypothesis everywhere the assumption

that the contentions of the refinement theorems are valid.

As in §6 it would be possible to attain our ends with a slightly weakened

(u) The contention of this theorem is exactly the same as is found in the presentations of

group theory; see Jacobson [l, p. 12, Theorem 11 ] or Zassenhaus [l, p. 79, Satz 7 (c)].
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form of our splitting hypothesis. Remember that this hypothesis asserts the

existence of one and only one complement to every endomorphism of the form

a8ata where 5, e is a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms

and where a is a decomposition endomorphism. To prove the refinement theo-

rems for center indecomposable direct decompositions we would have to ap-

ply this hypothesis only in case La is either abelian and indecomposable or

not abelian and center indecomposable. The existence of a complement to

a8ata assures that either La is abelian and abata induces an automorphism

in La or else aSata is a nil endomorphism ; in either case the uniqueness of the

complement is a consequence of its existence.

8. Application of splitting criteria to refinement theorems. Every criterion

assuring the existence of one and only one complement to every centralizing

endomorphism will lead us automatically to a decomposition theorem by ap-

plying this criterion to the refinement theorems of §5 (or to the results of

§§6 and 7), since these criteria imply the validity of the splitting hypothesis.

We are going to use criteria derived elsewhere (Baer [4]); all these criteria

assure what we termed "uniform splitting" and this implies the existence of

one and only one complement.

Centralizing endomorphisms map L upon M-subgroups of Zm(L). The fol-

lowing three properties of an AZ-subgroup 5 of Zm(L) are easily seen to be

equivalent.

(i)  There exists a centralizing endomorphism r¡ of L such that S = Li,

(ii) 5 is an M-homomorphic image of L.

(iii) 5 is an M-homomorphic image of La-

Here La signifies the AZ-loop L made abelian, that is, La=L/G where G is

the "commutator associator subloop"(16) of L, that is, the uniquely deter-

mined smallest normal AZ-subloop of L modulo which L is abelian.

Definition 1. The M-subgroup S of ZM(L) is an L-M-subgroup if it satis-

fies the above properties (i) to (iii).

For shortness sake we shall state all the following results in the form:

"The splitting hypothesis is satisfied, if • • • ." The reader ought to remember

that the validity of the splitting hypothesis assures the validity of the con-

tentions of all the refinement theorems of §5, and so on.

Theorem A. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L if every

L-M-subgroup S of Zm(L) meets the following requirement.

(A) If s is an element in S and r¡ an M-endomorphism of 5, then the set of

elements srj, sr¡2, • ■ ■ , 577*, • • • is finite.

Proof. Consider a centralizing Af-endomorphism r¡ of L. Then S=Lr¡ is

an L-AZ-subgroup of ZM(L) and the elements xrji+l for x in L are iterated

images of the element xn in 5. It follows from (A) that the set of elements of

the form xrp is for every fixed x in L a finite set. Thus r\ is, in the terminology

(u) See Brück [l].
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of Baer [4], almost periodical, and such endomorphisms have been shown to

be uniformly splitting. Thus every centralizing endomorphism possesses one

and only one complement, proving the validity of the splitting hypothesis.

Remark. If Zm(L) happens to be the additive group of rational numbers

modulo 1 (or some similar group), then condition (A) is satisfied, and the

existence of center indecomposable decompositions of 7 is assured. But none

of the chain conditions is satisfied by the subgroups of Zj\/(7). Kurosh [3,

Theorem 3] is readily seen to be a consequence of Theorem A.

The following property has been considered by various writers; see, for

example, Baer [2]:

(Q) If N is a normal M-subloop of the M-loop H such that H and H/N are

M-isomorphic, then N = 0.

Of the various criteria for the validity of (Q) we mention here only the

most trivial one, namely the ascending chain condition for normal Af-sub-

loops.

Theorem B. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop 7 if every

L-M-subgroup S of ZmÍL) meets the following requirement:

(B) Property (Q) and the descending chain condition are satisfied by the

M-subgroups of S.

Proof. In Baer [4] we have shown that the centralizing endomorphism 77

of 7 splits 7 uniformly and possesses therefore one and only one complement

if it meets the following two requirements (which we state for brevity's sake

in an unnecessarily strict form) :

(a) If the Af-subgroup T of Z.v(7) satisfies TngT, then there exists an

integer i such that Trii=Tr¡i+1.

(b) If the Af-subgroup T of Z.v(7) satisfies Tr\ = T, then there exists an

integer/ such that Tr\K(n'~) = TnR(r¡).

Now consider some centralizing endomorphism 77 of 7. Then S = Ln is an

7-Af-subgroup of ZM(L). If TéZu(L) and Tt)-¿T, then TrjgS and the
descending chain E77* breaks off after a finite number of steps, showing the

validity of (a). If T=Trj, then TgS and Tr\K(rj) =0 because of (Q), prov-

ing (b). Thus (a) and (b) are satisfied by 77, proving that 77 possesses one and

only one complement.

This theorem may be dualized. In order to do so we need the following

dual of property (Q).

(S) If U is an M-subloop of the M-loop H which is M-isomorphic lo H,

then H = U.
Of the various criteria for the validity of (S) we mention here only the

most trivial one, namely the descending chain condition for Af-subloops of H;

see Baer [2], Beaumont  [l], Cohen  [l], Kaplansky [l].

Theorem C. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L if every
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L-M-subgroup S of Zm(L) meets the following requirement:

(C) Property (S) and the ascending chain condition are satisfied by the M-

subgroups of S.

Proof. Consider a centralizing endomorphism r¡ of L. It clearly suffices to

verify the validity of the conditions (a) and (b) stated in the course of the

proof of Theorem B.

Li) = S is an A-AZ-subgroup of Zm(L). If T is an AZ-subgroup of Zm(L),

then Tr\ ^5 and the T-nCsK^) form an ascending chain of AZ-subgroups of 5.

Thus there exists an integer n=n(T) such that

Tr, H A(i7«) = • • •  = Tr,r\ K(r,n+') « • • • - T-H A(-).

This implies in particular the validity of condition (b). Suppose now that

Tn^T. If x is an element in Tnn+1r\K(n), then there exists an element t

in T such that tnn+1 = x and 0 = X7J = /T;n+2. Thus tn is an element in

Tnt~\K(r¡n+1) = Tr¡r\K(rin), proving that x = tnn+l = 0. Hence 0 = K(v)r\Tnn+1,

proving that r¡ induces an isomorphism of Trjn+l ^5 into itself. It follows from

Property (S) that Tnn+1 = Tr¡n+2, proving that (a) too is satisfied by 77. This

completes the proof.

Remark 1. Theorems B and C should be compared with Ore [l, p. 594-595,

Theorems 1 and 2]. The main difference consists in the fact that the hy-

potheses of Theorems B and C refer to the AZ-center only whereas Ore's con-

ditions refer to the whole structure.

Theorem D. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop L if every

L-M-subgroup S of Zu(L) meets the following requirements:

(D')  The descending chain condition is satisfied by the M-subgroups of S.

(D") If the M-subgroup T of S is a cyclic M-group, then the ascending

chain condition is satisfied by the M-subgroups of T.

Proof. In Baer [4] we have shown that every endomorphism n oí L which

satisfies Lt]^S^Zm(L) splits uniformly provided (D') and (D") are satisfied

by 5. From this remark our theorem may be inferred in the usual fashion.

Remark 2. Whether or not condition (D") may be omitted without in-

validating Theorem D is still an open question. It is unknown in particular

whether or not the refinement theorems can be deduced from condition (D')

alone. It is known, however, that (D') alone does not assure the splitting of

all centralizing endomorphisms of L; but for our purposes we need only the

uniform splitting of very special endomorphisms.

Remark 3. The impossibility of deducing the splitting hypothesis or the

refinement theorems from the ascending chain condition for AZ-subgroups of

the center is a fact that has been known for a long time; see in this respect

Krull [2] and the very elegant example in Kurosh [3], apart from §5, Re-

mark 3.
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Remark 4. Conditions (D') and (D") are certainly satisfied whenever the

double chain condition is satisfied by the Af-subgroups of the 7-Af-subgroup

5 of ZmÍL). Thus Theorem 2 of Kurosh [3] is a special case of our refinement

theorems.

Definition 2. If S is an M-subgroup of Zm(L), then E(S) =Em(S) is the

ring of endomorphisms of the abelian group S which is generated by the identity

and by those endomorphisms of S which are induced in S by the elements in M,

and E*(S) =Em*(S) is the center of the ring Eu(S).

Corollary. The splitting hypothesis is satisfied by the M-loop 7 if every

L-M-subgroup S of Zm(L) meets either of the following requirements:

(D.l) The descending chain condition is satisfied by the M-subgroups of S

and every right ideal in EmÍS) is two-sided.

(D.2) The descending chain condition is satisfied by the E*iS)-subgroups

ofS.

Proof. It has been shown in Baer [6] that (D.l) as well as (D.2) (aswell

as some similar conditions) implies the conditions (D') and (D") of Theo-

rem D so that the present corollary is a consequence of Theorem D.

Remark 5. If we assume the validity of one of the conditions (B) to (D)

not only for the 7-Af-subgroups of ZmÍL), but for Za/(7) itself, then we are

assured of the existence of center indecomposable refinements to every given

direct decomposition of 7. In that case we are not only assured of the validity

of the splitting hypothesis and the refinement theorems of §5, but also of the

results of §7, in particular the stricter form (7.E) of the exchange property.

One sees now that our theorems include as special cases also the strong form

of the theorem of O. Schmidt and the theorem of Korinek.
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